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Business agreements: US companies 
keen  on  joint ventures +info Italian 
firms  invited  to  partner  in 
manufacturing zones  +info India  to 
stick with plans to deepen trade ties 

with Iran  +info Karnataka  biotech  body  signs  pact  with  US co 
+info 

Finance: E-Payment for social schemes +info

Pharma/Health:  Pharmaceutical  and  healthcare  sector  to 
dominate M&As in 2012: Grant Thornton +info CCI cracks down 
on pharma companies for unfair trade practises +info 

Automotive:  FAW  Foundry  keen  on 
automotive  casting  sector  in India +info 
Sales of SUVs zoom in smaller towns, villages 
+info Auto  component  makers look to new 
pastures  amid slowdown +info  Government 
to set up specialised body for auto sector growth by April +info 
Mercedes to invest 350cr in India +info  Car sales head for first 
annual fall in 10 years +info

Energy:  NTPC inks power supply pact with Bangladesh +info 20 
nuclear  reactors planned +info British  Gas  realigning  its 
India business +info  Govt  to  boost  investment  in  power looms 
+info Duron Energy plans expansion in India +info

Telecommunication: Telecom body asks TRAI 
to remove uncertainty in sector +info Speed 
up  roll-out  obligation  norms  for  dual-tech 
players: TRAI +info  Trai  wants  FDI  cap  on 
tower companies cut to 74% +info 

IT:  UST  Global  expands  its  footprints  in India +info Software, 
hardware exports likely to grow 22% this fiscal +info

Food:  Jubilant  FoodWorks  to  open  first 
Dunkin’  Donuts  outlet  in  India  by June 
+info  ASSOCHAM  favours  FDI  in 
food processing +info New  Grape 
Processing and Wine Policy soon +info

Industry:  Jan  core  sector  growth dips   +info  Franchise  market 
growing at over 30% +info

Renewable  energy:  Lanco  to  exit  wind  energy business +info 
Wind energy body seeks AP help for more projects +info Indo-
Norwegian research initiative on solar modules +info

Infrastructure: NHAI road projects stuck in approval tangle +info 
Priority to continue for highway projects +info 

Upcoming Events  

Coming trade exhibitions/Events:  
Upcomming Trade fairs for 2012 +info

Economy

Inflation:  Consumer  price  inflation  at 7.65%  +info Regulators 
want steps to curb inflation +info

Import-export:  CBEC  to  issue  bio-metric  cards  to  custom 
house agents +info  Government  exempts 
customs  duty  on  re-import  of 
polished diamonds +info Levy higher duties 
on  power  equipment  imports: 
Commerce Department +info Relax 

documentation requirements +info 

Tax: It’s Poem time for foreign companies in India +info

FDI:  FDI in aviation may take off only after Budget +info Multi-
brand  retail  FDI  likely  to  get timeline  +info European  Union 
hopeful of higher FDI in India +info

Norms & regulations:  Govt to double 
R&D  spending  in  5  years,  says PM 
+info  Finally,  India  to  give  nod  to 
investments  from Pakistan +info 
Defence  PSUs  can  now sign  JVs  with 
pvt firms  +info  Railways  to approve model  concession  pact  for 
freight corridor soon +info

GDP: GDP growth may be slowest in over two years +info

“Indus Valley Civilization”
The Indus Valley Civilization was 
a Bronze Age civilisation (3300–
1300  BCE;  mature  period 
2600–1900  BCE)  and  was 
located  in  the  northwestern 
region of  the  Indian 
Subcontinent,  consisting of  what 
is  now  mainly  modern-day 
Pakistan  and  northwest  India.  Geographically,  the  civilization  was 
spread over an area of some 1,260,000 km², making it the largest 
ancient civilization in the world.

The Indus Valley is one of the world's earliest urban civilizations. At its 
peak, the Indus Civilization may have had a population of well over 
five million.  Inhabitants  of  the ancient  Indus river valley developed 
new techniques in metallurgy and handicraft (carneol products,  seal 
carving) and produced copper, bronze, lead, and tin. The civilization is  
noted  for  its  cities  built  of  brick,  roadside  drainage  system,  and 
multistoried houses.

The  Indus  Valley  Civilization  is  also  known  as  the  Harappan 
Civilization, as the first of its cities to be unearthed was located at 
Harappa. 

By about 1700 BC, the Harappan culture was on the decline, due to 
repeated flooding of  towns located on the river banks and due to 
ecological changes which forced agriculture to yield to the spreading 
desert.  When the initial  migrations  of  the Aryan people into  India 
began about 1500 BC, the developed Harappan culture had already 
been practically wiped out.

Excavation  of  Harappan  sites  has  been  ongoing  since  1920,  with 
important breakthroughs occurring as recently as 1999. There were 
earlier  and  later  cultures,  often  called  Early  Harappan  and  Late 
Harappan,  in  the  same  area  of  the  Harappan  Civilization.  The 
Harappan  civilisation  is  sometimes  called  the  Mature  Harappan 
culture to distinguish it from these cultures. To date, over 1,052 cities 
and settlements  have been found.  Among the settlements  were  the 
major  urban centres  of  Harappa,  Lothal,  Mohenjo-daro,  Dholavira, 
Kalibanga and Rakhigarhi.

"India has two million gods, and worships them  
all.  In  religion  all  other  countries  are  paupers;  
India is the only millionaire." - Mark Twain 
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